Small Group Mentor (approx. 34): These Mentors-in-Faith exercise their primary roles by leading small groups and serving as resident assistants in the dorms.

Small Group Mentor Responsibilities (among others):

- Facilitate small group discussions
- Lead large and small group prayer
- Serve as a resident assistant in the dorms
- Craft and share a Story of Grace
- Take a three-credit, Vision-specific theology class in Spring semester
- Participate in Pastoral Formation Workshops during the Spring & Summer
- Participate in Reflection Group during Spring semester
- Attend an Evening of Reflection in the Spring
- Devote sufficient amount of documented time to inviting participants

Music Mentor (approx. 16):
These Mentors-in-Faith exercise their primary role by leading all music for the program in both liturgical and non-liturgical settings, including the performance of three mini-musicals. Music Mentors create the “Band of St. Cecilia.”

Music Mentor Responsibilities (among others):

- Lead group in all prayer and liturgical activities through song
- Perform three mini-musicals each week
- Participate in small groups after week 1
- Craft and share a Story of Grace
- Take a preparatory class during Spring semester (must be on campus in Spring)
- Participate in at least two Pastoral Formation Workshops
- Participate in music rehearsals during Spring semester (day, time TBD)
- Participate in Reflection Group during Spring semester
- Attend an Evening of Reflection in the Spring
- Rehearse on-campus two weeks in June before program begins
- Devote sufficient amount of documented time to inviting participants

Master Mentor (approx. 10):
These Mentors-in-Faith are students who exercise greater ministerial leadership within the Vision program, having served as mentors previously. They are invited for a second year because of their exemplary character and capability for leadership.

In addition to the responsibilities described above Master Mentors also:

- Collaborate closely with the Head Staff throughout the preparations and in the summer
- Exercise greater responsibility and oversight for safety and community building
- Accompany the first-time Mentors through ministerial leadership and support
- Receive additional formation and leadership training
- Lead returning high school participants in Vision Plus small groups